The paper "Soft constraints for pattern mining" by Willy Ugarte, Patrice Boizumault, Samir Loudni, Bruno Crémilleux and Alban Lepailleur deals with Constraint-based pattern discovery by using Constraint Programming techniques. The authors point out several advantages related to softness in the discovery process, i.e., to relax threshold constraints or constraints involved in top-k patterns or skypatterns. Experiments on chemo-informatics for discovering toxicophores are conducted to validate the propositions.
The paper "Fast progressive training of mixture models for model selection" by Prem Raj Adhikari and Jaakko Hollmén is about finite mixture models and the Expectation Maximization algorithm. The authors propose a fast training of a series of mixture models using progressive merging of mixture components to facilitate model selection algorithm to make appropriate choice of the model. Several experiments on synthetic and real-life datasets show the interest of the approach.
The paper "Change point detection for burst analysis from an observed information diffusion sequence of tweets" by Kazumi Saito, Kouzou Ohara, Masahiro Kimura and Hiroshi Motoda proposes to detect the period in which a burst of information diffusion took place from an observed diffusion sequence data over a social network. The approach is experimented on both synthetic and real life tweeter data.
The paper "Efficient redundancy reduced subgroup discovery via quadratic programming" by Rui Li, Robert Perneczky, Alexander Drzezga and Stefan Kramer addresses the crucial redundancy problem in subgroup discovery. Many experiments conducted on several datasets assess the interest of the reduction.
The paper "A scalable approach to spectral clustering with SDD solvers" by Nguyen Lu Dang Khoa and Sanjay Chawla concerns spectral clustering in large and high dimensional spaces. It proposes to bypass the eigen decomposition of the original Laplacian matrix by leveraging the near-linear time solver for symmetric diagonally dominant (SDD) linear systems and random projection. Experiments on synthetic and real-life datasets point out that the method is faster and deliver better quality clusters than the state-of-art competitive methods.
Last, we would like firstly, to thank the authors and reviewers for their hard work and secondly, Zbyszek Ras, co-editor in chief of JIIS, and the Springer team who contributed to prepare this special issue.
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